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My interests lie at the intersection of nonlinear dynamics, stochastic analysis and mathematical
modeling. In my graduate studies, I worked extensively on functional differential equations,
studying growth rates and blow-up of solutions in deterministic and stochastic systems with
memory. More recently, I have focused on applying mathematical methods to build and analyze
models in applications and I have ongoing interdisciplinary collaborations with colleagues in
ecology and developmental biology. Mathematically, my applied projects involve studying meanfield limits of interacting particle systems, pattern formation in PDEs and IDEs, and spatial
dynamics in heterogeneous media.
1. Ecology: Vegetation Models
A long standing challenge in ecology, and indeed in many other applied sciences, is to bridge the
gap between micro scale interactions and emergent system behaviors at the macroscopic scale.
We rigorously addressed this question for the so-called Staver-Levin model of forest-savanna
dynamics, which was until now studied as a non-spatial model or with informal adjustments
for spatial extent [19]. Using stochastic coupling theory, we proved that a general class of interacting particle systems with nonlocal and nonlinear interactions converge in distribution to
a well-defined mean-field limiting process. The limiting process is a non-Markovian McKeanVlasov jump process but it is analytically tractable because it’s probability distribution is
characterized by a system of deterministic integro-differential equations — the so-called generalized Kolmogorov equations (GKEs) of the limiting process. By analyzing the GKEs of the
Staver-Levin model we can explain long run transient dynamics in terms of quasi-stationary
distributions, and demonstrate ecologically relevant phenomena such as front pinning (as illustrated in Figure 1) and multi-stage waves of invasion (see [16] for details).
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Figure 1. A: Particle system simulation of the two-state Staver-Levin model.
B: Solution of GKEs. C: GKEs solution at t = 500 - dashed black, particle
system solution at t = 500 - solid blue, bifurcation diagram for nonspatial limit
of the GKEs (system of ODEs) - solid red (stable) & dashed red (unstable).
Although the sites (i.e. locations) of vegetation should clearly be fixed, in other applications it
is evidently of interest to allow movement of sites which depends on the state of nearby sites.
For example, cells may want to move towards other cells of their own type or away from cells
of some other species. I am currently working to extend our mean-field convergence results to
encompass processes with discrete state space and site locations which move continuously in
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space. Further extending the stochastic coupling method we used to prove the main results in
[16] to allow births and deaths would also provide a more realistic model with even broader
applications in ecology, epidemiology and biology, and this is an interesting potential future
direction.
In ongoing work, I am investigating how pattern formation can arise in the deterministic integrodifferential forest-savanna models derived in [16] in the presence of resource limitation (e.g. soil
nutrients or water). Linear stability analysis shows that bistability observed in the non-spatial
Staver-Levin model becomes more complex with Turing bifurcations leading to bistability between homogeneous and patterned solutions; this may have implications for structural stability
of these ecosystems and enrich the ongoing empirical debate on forest-savanna bistability [18].
This system also exhibits Turing-Hopf bifurcations which lead to highly complex spatio temporal oscillations, as well as more standard waves of invasion. I expect to submit this work for
publication shortly.
Our spatially extended forest-savanna model can also naturally incorporate environmental heterogeneity, such as that due to a rainfall gradient or differences in soil quality [9, 22]. Figure 1
illustrates a novel type of stable solution which appears in the presence of spatially structured
heterogeneity. In this so-called front pinned solution, forest and grass dominated regions are
separated by a sharp boundary around x = 0.4 in the 1D spatial domain (panels A and B). Panel
C illustrates how we may formally think of this solution as connecting two stable states of an
underlying non-spatial model (i.e. the zero dispersal limit) to create this new mixed stable state.
Such solutions serve as a caricature of the empirically observed sharp forest-savanna boundary
in sub-Sahran africa. Front pinned solutions have been studied rigorously as heteroclinic orbit
problems in some specialized contexts [13] with Fenichel’s theorem used to establish persistence
of the pinned solutions in the limit of large spatial scaling. My goal is to extend and generalize
these methods to rigorously understand forest-savanna boundaries in the Staver-Levin model
and to develop this as a general method for the study of heterogeneous domain problems.
2. Biological Development: Cell Sorting Models
Some of the most striking examples of self-organized behavior take place in the realm of biology
as complex dynamical processes form coherent structures with remarkable consistency. One
such example occurs in the mammalian forebrain where cells from a common lineage are fated
to become either entorhinal cortex cells (MEC/ECx) or neocortical cells (NC/NCx) based on
their exposure to various patterning transcription factors (TFs). These transcription factors
are expressed in a graded fashion in the cortex and help to robustly form a sharp well-defined
boundary between the entorhinal cortex and the neocortex – as seen in Figure 2 panels A and
D (lower).
The experimental group of Prof. Shen-Ju Chou identified COUP-TF1 as the crucial TF controlling the size of the neocortex by suppressing and over expressing this TF in mutant mice.
Classical mathematical models of arealization predict simple boundary shifts in response to TF
over expression [21] but Prof. Chou’s group found a dramatic breakdown of the boundary formation mechanism and small ectopic cortices formed (see Figure 2 panels E and F). To explain
these unexpected findings, we developed a novel PDE based model incorporating aggregation
of cells with their own type, competition for genetic material and spatial heterogeneity based
on graded TF expression. Our basic model is given by the system:
(1a)
(1b)
(1c)
(1d)

∂t E = E(1 − E − k1 N ) + DE ∆E − χ1 ∇ · (Φ(E) ∇CE ) + ρE (x),
∂t CE = E − CE + DCE ∆CE ,
∂t N = N (1 − N − k2 E) + DN ∆N − χ2 ∇ · (Φ(N )∇CN ) + ρN (x),
∂t CN = N − CN + DCN ∆CN ,
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Figure 2. A: Standard boundary formation. B/C: COUP-TF1 levels reduced
– model solution above mutant mouse brain. imaging data. D: Wild-type (natural) COUP-TF1 levels – model solution above mutant mouse brain imaging
data. E/F: COUP-TF1 over expressed – model solution above mutant mouse
brain imaging data.

where E denotes entorhinal marker expression, N denotes neocortical marker expression, and
CE and CN are monitors for entorhinal and neocortical expression respectively. The functions
ρE and ρN account for the spatially varying levels of TFs and Φ accounts for saturation effects when cells are highly aggregated. As Figure 2 shows, the model mirrors the experimental
behavior as COUP-TF1 gradients are changed and furthermore, the model’s predictions motivated experiments which identified the underlying biological mechanism causing the observed
patterning phenomenon. The adhesion molecule Pcdh19 was found to be activated by COUPTF1 and the ectopic cortices were eliminated when Pcdh19 was knocked out in loss of function
experiments. Moreover, our model predicted, and experiments confirmed, that adhesive forces
are crucial for sharp boundary formation, in spite of their potential to dislocate boundaries
when they become too strong [7]. Hence a subtle interplay between gene expression levels and
mechanical effects is essential for robust sharp boundary formation in development. This work
is a significant conceptual breakthrough in cortical arealization modeling and is at the forefront
of work challenging long established patterning theories [20].
We used a combination of linear stability and bifurcation analysis, along with numerical techniques, to characterize Turing bifurcations in our model in terms of cell-aggregation forces and
spatially varying TF gradients. In ongoing work, I am analyzing the well-posedness of our mathematical model since this system of nonlinear PDEs is likely to have blow-up solutions (without
saturation) when aggregation forces are sufficiently strong. There is a voluminous literature
on blow-up criteria for chemotaxis like systems similar to (1) but our system will not admit a
global Lyapunov function (cf. [11]) and hence a more subtle energy functional argument will
be required to conclude global boundedness. Owing to the heterogeneity inherent in our modeling problem, the Turing pattern like solutions we found contain multiple wavelengths which
depend on the structure of the TF gradient. Pattern formation on a heterogeneous domain has
been studied in other applied context, formally in various reaction diffusion systems [6, 14] and
rigorously for some specific “model” equations [10], but necessary conditions for pattern onset
are not available when heterogeneities are not of a step function-type. It is of evident interest
to develop a rigorous understanding of solutions in this nonstandard framework and I am currently working to resolve this question. In future work, it would also be interesting to build a
more realistic biophysical model taking into account stochasticity, cell births and deaths, and
the discrete and nonuniform nature of the cells.
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3. Functional Differential Equations
In my dissertation [15] I studied nonlinear Volterra equations of the form
Z
0
(2)
x (t) =
f (x(t − s))µ(ds) + h(t) =: N (x)(t), t ≥ 0; x(0) = x0 ,
[0,t]

where the forcing term h may be deterministic or stochastic. Equations of this form arise
naturally in diverse applications including population dynamics, engineering, and economics.
Due to the generality afforded by considering a measure valued kernel µ, (2) encapsulates a
broad class of nonlinear systems with memory, including delay differential equations with fixed
or continuously distributed delays which are commonly found in applications. Classical theory
for Volterra equations focuses on admissibility: a pair of function spaces (A, B) is admissible
with respect to N if N (A) ⊂ B. However, this theory is often not practically useful, particularly
for nonlinear equations, as hypotheses may not explicitly give conditions on the problem data,
i.e. f , µ and h, and asymptotic information on solutions is typically coarse.
Motivated by economic applications, such as vintage capital models, I proved explicit growth
rate estimates in the case where f is sublinear at infinity, in the sense that f (x)/x → 0 as
x → ∞, and showed that the growth rate is indifferent to the distribution of the measure µ if
µ(R+ ) < ∞ [3, 5]; in contrast, the growth rate depends on the entire distribution in the linear
case. Weaker “second order” memory effects are possible in the growth rates if µ(R+ ) = ∞ but
these results depend on the rate of divergence of µ [1]. The aforementioned deterministic results
can largely be recovered when h is a suitably regular stochastic process (e.g. Brownian or αstable Lévy noise) [4]. The primary technical themes in these papers were asymptotic analysis,
integral inequalities and comparison arguments, with some pathwise stochastic analysis.
When f is superlinear, i.e. f (x)/x → ∞ as x → ∞, solutions may blow-up in finite time
and instead we seek sharp blow-up criteria, as well as estimates on the asymptotic blow-up
rate or growth rate (if the solution is globally defined); this builds on classical work related to
combustion theory and singularly forced heat equations. I employed a combination of energy
methods and constructive comparison arguments to show that the growth rate of solutions
depends only on the distribution of the measure µ near zero (in both the explosive and nonexplosive cases) [2]. I am currently investigating the suppression of blow-up by random noise
for (2) with a focus on identifying the critical level of noise needed to avoid blow-up in terms of
the strength of the nonlinearity f . There is a considerable literature regarding the suppression
of blow–up (and even stabilization of solutions) by Brownian noise for stochastic differential
and stochastic delay differential equations (see e.g. [12]). For delay equations, suppression
results rely crucially on a “gap” between the past and present of the solution and hence do not
apply when µ is an absolutely continuous measure. I first broached the suppression problem
for nonsingular kernels with power–type nonlinearities and tried to derive the critical blow–up
exponents in order to achieve a sharp result before generalizing. Preliminary investigations
indicate that energy methods and connections with systems of stochastic differential equations
are likely the most fruitful approach. For the power case, these methods allow one to prove a
lower bound on the critical–exponent which numerics and formal asymptotics appear to hint is
in fact sharp.
4. Other Work
At the beginning of 2020, I was selected for the AMS Mathematical Research Community on
“Dynamics of Infectious Diseases”. Arising from this research community, I am collaborating
with a group of mathematicians as part of the “Heterogeneity Working Group” to develop an
age structure model of malaria infection. We aim to build on some previous computational
studies of age-structured PDE models [8] and empirical data on age immunity profiles [17]
to better understand the influence of human movement on infection and immunity. Moreover,
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quantifying the effects of human movement can help us to propose optimal vaccination strategies
and maximize the benefit of some widely available vaccines with short immunization periods.
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